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It seems attractive to reduce visual understanding to a classification problem that is solved by 
"big data". For example, one may label an image as a car versus person by comparing to a large 
training set. However, understanding involves more than just classification. In this talk, I will 
focus on recognition systems that generate descriptive reports - how many people/cars are 
present? What are their 3D shapes? Where will they be in the near future? 
 
One challenge in designing such analytic systems is the poverty of the stimulus: there exists a 
"long tail" of rare scenes that have never before been seen. Classic approaches address this is-
sue through three-dimensional geometric models that explicitly synthesize novel object shapes 
and scenes. Contemporary methods learn statistical classifiers from large collections of train-
ing data. In this talk I will discuss an approach that combines these schools of thought through 
latent-variable statistical models that synthesize new objects/scenes during recognition. The 
resulting systems produce state-of-the-art performance on a variety of established benchmark 
tasks including object detection, human analysis, and spatiotemporal tracking. 
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